
Post-Show Activities

Activity 4

Make A Paper Whirlybird

A craft activity exploring the wonder of flight by making a spinning whirlybird.

What You Need:  Photocopy one paper whirlybird template per child from page
9. Scissors. Paper clips. Colouring pens.

Activity Timing: 20-30 minutes 

Instructions: Provide each child with a whirlybird template (we have included
two templates per page to allow for mistakes) and a pair of scissors. Follow the
instructions below for cutting and folding the template. 
 
HOW TO MAKE A PAPER WHIRLYBIRD
 
1. Cut along the solid grey lines
2. Fold flap A forward and flap B back
3. Fold lines C & D upwards – this adds weight
to the base of the tail
4. Fold flaps E & F inwards along dotted lines
5. If you like, draw a picture of yourself on the body of
the whirlybird, so it looks like you are flying!
6. Hold the whirlybird by the tail, high above your head and let go
7. If you change the length of the wings you can make the whirlybird go faster or
slower. You can also add a paper clip to the tail to give it more weight.
 
Due to its special shape, the whirlybird will spin as it falls, just like a sycamore
seed. The wings generate additional lift that slows the whirlybird as it drops and
enables it to fly through the air. Happy spinning!
 

Sycamore Seed Collecting Activity: If it is summer/autumn, ask
children to look on the ground underneath sycamore trees (there are
lots of these trees in urban areas). They might see sycamore seeds,
also known as whirlybirds or helicopters, which have fallen from the
tree. Collect these seeds and bring them into school to spin with
their friends. Throwing lots up in the air and seeing them spin looks
amazing! Who knows, wherever a seed might land, a new sycamore
tree might grow!
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